The question is, what happens if they don't stop pushing?

Late last week, pollster Mark Blumenthal summarized the “consistent findings” from the polling on the debt ceiling. First, he said, "Americans prefer a deal featuring a mix of tax hikes and spending cuts to a deal featuring just spending cuts." Second, "most of the surveys find strong sentiment in favor of compromise, especially among Democrats and independents." Finally, "the surveys all show Americans expressing significantly more confidence and trust in President Obama's handling of the issue than of either the Republican or Democratic leadership in Congress."

Republicans have leverage because the debt ceiling needs to be raised and it can't be raised without their support. But they don't have popular support behind their position or their leadership. They can push this up to the brink and win, because Democrats really, really, really don't want a debt-ceiling crisis that could set back the economy. But if they push it over the brink, they're likely to lose, as the public really, really doesn't want Congress to create an economic crisis that will set back the economy, and they're primed to blame the GOP if one does in fact come to pass.

Five in the morning

1) The House and Senate are preparing rival debt deals, reports Lori Montgomery: "House and Senate leaders were preparing separate backup plans Sunday to raise the federal debt limit after another day of intense negotiations failed to break a partisan impasse that threatens to throw the government into default next week...Reid said he would turn instead to an entirely new approach 'that meets Republicans' two major criteria,' which are spending cuts designed to meet or exceed the amount of the debt-limit increase and no new taxes. Under Boehner's rules, Reid said, the $2.7 trillion debt-reduction package he plans to unveil Monday should buy the Treasury sufficient borrowing authority to pay the nation's bills through the end of next year."

And the House plan: “[Boehner’s] strategy calls for Congress to act first on a short-term extension of the debt limit that would give the Treasury about $900 billion in additional borrowing authority -- enough to pay the nation's bills only through early next year. That would be paired with about $1.2 trillion in cuts to government agencies, including the Pentagon, over the next decade. Under the plan, Congress would also create a 12-member committee staffed with lawmakers from both the House and Senate and tasked with identifying at least $1.6 trillion in additional savings by a deadline set for later this year. Those savings would be paired with a second debt-limit increase, meeting Boehner’s dollar-for-dollar condition.”

2) Asian markets are down -- but not dramatically -- in the absence of a debt deal, reports Cezary Podkul: “Asian financial markets slid in early trading Monday as investors watched closely to see whether the impasse in U.S. debt negotiations will prompt a dramatic sell-off on global exchanges. Japan's Nikkei 225 index, which includes major Japanese companies, was down about 0.63 percent in early trading Monday. The Standard & Poor’s 500 /ASX 200 index, a measure of Australia’s blue-chip stocks, was down about 0.86 percent. South Korea’s benchmark KOSPI index was down about 0.7 percent. Hong Kong's Hang Seng index slid about 0.63 percent in early trading, while Shanghai’s Stock Exchange Composite index was down about 0.73 percent.”

3) Obama still wants a big deal, reports Zachary Goldfarb: "Obama’s political advisers have long believed that securing
such an agreement would provide an enormous boost to his 2012 campaign, according to people familiar with White House thinking. In particular, they want to preserve and improve the president’s standing among political independents, who abandoned Democrats in the 2010 midterm elections and who say reining in the nation’s debt is a high priority. In many ways, it has been a remarkable transformation for a Democratic president who had made the center-piece of his first year in office a massive spending bill to boost the economy and the expansion of health insurance. The risk for Obama now is that his pursuit of a far-reaching package could deeply disappoint his Democratic allies who believe he may be giving away too much.”

4) Wall Street is getting ready for a downgrade in US debt, reports Zachary GoldfARB: “Wall Street’s top concern is no longer that the United States will fail to increase the federal limit on borrowing by Aug. 2 but that political leaders will fall short in their negotiations over an ambitious plan for taming the nation’s debt, according to financial analysts. If President Obama and Congress are unable to reach such an agreement for reducing the debt, credit-rating firms—such as Standard & Poor’s—could cut the top-notch U.S. debt rating, sending a shock across U.S. financial markets. S&P has said that raising the $14.3 trillion debt ceiling by the deadline, and thus avoiding a potential default, is not enough to avoid a downgrade...Wall Street bankers have begun discussing plans for responding to a downgrade of U.S. credit, according to people familiar with the talks.”

5) Passing a bill in time is logistically difficult, report Rosalind Helderman, David Fahrenthold and Lori Montgomery: “After a difficult weekend of negotiations between the White House and top congressional leaders, legislators return Monday to Washington with no clear way forward to raise the $14.3 trillion debt limit before the Aug. 2 deadline...In the House, Republicans who took charge last year promising a new era of transparency have said they will not force votes on legislation that has been public for less than three days. Unless they reverse themselves on this new rule, the earliest the House could pass a bill would be Wednesday. A bill approved by the House that day would then take at least four to six days to make it through the Senate. That timeline would conceivably allow a bill to reach Obama by the deadline— but only if there were agreement in both chambers, and so far there is none.”

Got tips, additions, or comments? E-mail me.

Radio session interlude: Toro y Moi play “Still Sound” live on KEXP.

Still to come: Wall Street is preparing for a downgrade in US debt; key elements of health care reform were on the chopping block in the debt talks; farm subsidies are fading without legislators doing anything; the House again considered a proposal targeting fluorescent light bulbs; and a dog tries, fails to move his swimming pool indoors.

Economy

John Boehner proposed a “revenue ceiling” during debt talks, reports John McKinnON: “Last week’s grand-bargain discussions between House Speaker John Boehner and President Barack Obama included a highly unusual feature, according to two people familiar with the situation: a ceiling on future federal revenues, in order to limit the size of any future tax increase...The revenue ceiling being advanced by the speaker’s side would have capped future federal revenues at $36.2 trillion over the next decade, according to one person familiar with the discussions. That’s about $800 billion more than the amount that’s expected to be produced by current tax policies, including the Bush-era rates for individuals. But it’s far less than the amount that would be produced by returning as scheduled to pre-Bush rates after 2012.”

Tea Partiers in the House want to set Obama’s payment priorities if the debt ceiling is reached, reports Alexander BOLton: “Tea Party conservatives hope to make a push on the House floor to force President Obama to avoid a national default if Congress fails to raise the debt limit. Members of the Senate Tea Party Caucus have met with House fresh-men to discuss a plan to pressure House Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio) to bring the Full Faith and Credit Act to the floor. The legislation would direct Obama to prioritize federal payments to the nation’s creditors, Social Security recipients and soldiers serving in Afghanistan and Iraq. The bill has been revised since it was introduced earlier this year. The previous version simply required the Treasury Department to pay the principal and interest on the debt held by the public over other obligations incurred by the federal government.”

Obama’s economic policy is centered around re-election, reports Elizabeth Drew: “The speech Obama gave on April 13 marked his conversion to fiscal centristm: to being the fiscally responsible Democrat. In that speech he stated that he wanted to reduce the debt by $4 trillion...It was all about re-election politics, designed to appeal to this same group of independents. And that’s why, I was told by the person familiar with the White House deliberations, ‘he went bigger in the deficit reduction talks; bringing in Social Security is consistent with that slice of the electorate they’re trying to reach...’ This all fits with another development in the Obama White House. According to another close observer, David Plouffe, the manager of Obama’s 2008 presidential campaign, who officially joined the White House staff in January 2011, has taken over.”

A court struck down a new SEC rule on corporate boards, reports David Hilzenrauth: “Business lobbyists won a major victory over shareholders Friday in the battle for control of corporate boards. A federal appeals court struck down a Securities and Exchange Commission rule that would have made it easier for stockholders to throw out directors and put forward their own candidates for board seats. The U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington found that the SEC fumbled one of its biggest initiatives in recent years by failing to adequately assess the potential economic effects of the rule. The decision preserves a long-standing corporate voting system that gives powerful advantages to candidates nominated by incumbent directors.”

Financial reformers want Comptroller of the Currency John Walsh out, reports Binyamin Appelbaum: “John Walsh voiced the frustrations of many bankers when he warned in a speech last month that federal regulators were not paying attention to the cumulative impact of new rules and restrictions, jeopardizing the ability of banks to support economic growth. ‘I might have titled these remarks, “Beware of the Pendulum,”’ he said. ‘To put it plainly, my view is that we are in danger of trying to squeeze too much risk and complexity out of banking.’ What made the speech unusual was that Mr. Walsh is a federal regulator. In fact, he is responsible for overseeing most of the nation’s large banks. And as the text of his remarks ricocheted across the electronic landscape of official Washington, it drew a furious reaction from advocates of increased regulation, who called on the White House to replace him.”

Short-term debt limit increases are the norm, writes Keith Hennessey: “In his remarks to the press Friday, the President insisted that any debt limit extension be ‘through the next election, into 2013.’ That’s a bit more than seventeen months. He has threatened to veto a shorter term increase...Over the last twenty years Congress and the President have acted 44 times to increase the debt limit. Ten of those 44 times lasted more than a year. The other 34 were for less than a year. Over the past (roughly) 20 years, the U.S. government spent 18% of its time, or more than 3 and a half years, operating under a debt limit increase that lasted for less than a year. The average period between increases was 333 days (almost 11 months), and the median was 131 days (just over four months).”

The DC bubble is preventing clear thinking on the debt, writes Steven Pearlstein: “In Washington, the group think and paranoia now run so deep in both the Republican and Democratic cloakrooms on Capitol Hill that even the modest tax increases or benefit cuts required for politically achievable budget compromise are treated as earth-shaking political and economic calamities, totally out of proportion to their real-world impact. Figuring out how to break out of these insular bubbles and see the world as it really is may be the central challenge of modern leadership. Which is why Jonnie Marbles, the British pie-throwing comedian, gets my nomination for Man of the Week...Now if someone could only figure out how to deliver a similar reality-check to the political leaders managing the world’s debt crises...”
You can do fiscal stimulus without increasing the deficit, writes Robert Shiller: “In December, I wrote about the concept of the balanced-budget multiplier and of raising taxes and government expenditure by the same amount, dollar for dollar. These ideas were first put on the national stage in 1943 by Paul Samuelson, the Nobel laureate. He argued that such a policy would be one-for-one expansionary: each dollar spent is a dollar of new national income. As long as interest rates are near zero -- as they were then and are now -- there should be no ‘crowding out’ of private expenditures by government ones. We can restore some worthwhile projects that have already been cut significantly...Beyond that, we should create major new programs, all paid for by additional taxes...This is an expansionary change in fiscal policy that won’t require additional increases in the national debt.”

Obama can and should raise the debt ceiling on his own, write Eric Posner and Adrian Vermeule: “President Obama should announce that he will raise the debt ceiling unilaterally if he cannot reach a deal with Congress. Constitutionally, he would be on solid ground. Politically, he can’t lose...Our argument is not based on some obscure provision of the 14th amendment, but on the necessities of state, and on the president’s role as the ultimate guardian of the constitutional order, charged with taking care that the laws be faithfully executed. When Abraham Lincoln suspended habeas corpus during the Civil War, he said that it was necessary to violate one law, lest all the laws but one fall into ruin. So too here: the president may need to violate the debt ceiling to prevent a catastrophe.”

Closing credits: Wonkbook is compiled and produced with help from Dylan Matthews and Michelle Williams.
No, Congress did not declare pizza a vegetable

Posted by Sarah Kliff at 09:15 AM ET, 11/21/2011

(Linda Davidson - THE WASHINGTON POST) There are many ways for Congress to frustrate the American people. A high-profile failure to cut $1.2 trillion from the deficit, for example. But declaring pizza sauce a vegetable? That, it turns out, might work even better.

Congress passed a revised agriculture appropriations bill last week, essentially making it easier to count pizza sauce as a serving of vegetables. That move has drawn widespread outrage from consumer advocates and pundits, who see “pizza is a vegetable.” as outlandish.

There’s just one little misperception: Congress didn’t declare pizza to be a vegetable. And, from a strictly nutritional standpoint, there’s decent evidence that lawmakers didn’t exactly bungle this decision.

Let’s revisit the facts: Despite what one might expect from the headlines, if you scour the agriculture appropriations bill, referenced in numerous stories, you won’t find a single mention of the word “pizza,” or even “vegetable,” for that matter.

This is not a fight over pizza. It is, instead, a fight about tomato paste. Specifically, it’s a fight about how much of the product counts as one serving of vegetables.

Right now, tomato paste gets a sort of special treatment under school lunch regulations. Just “an eighth of a cup of tomato paste is credited with as much nutritional value as half a cup of vegetables,” my colleague Dina ElBoghdady explained last week.

The Obama administration guidelines, outlined in January, would have nixed tomato paste’s extra credit, counting a half cup as a half cup. “Under this proposal, schools would credit tomato paste and puree based on actual volume as served,” the regulation, published in the Federal Register on Jan. 13, 2011, explains. “Schools would not be allowed to credit a volume of fruits or vegetables that is more than the actual serving size.”

What happened this week was that Congress blocked that change. Tomato paste will continue to get outsized credit, with one-eighth of a cup essentially counted as something four times larger.

This makes it easier, and cheaper, for pizza manufacturers to produce a product that includes a serving of vegetables. But, as my colleagues over at The Checkup emphasize, it by no means declares the pizza itself a vegetable. Schools lunches are still measured by federal regulations for calories (no more than one-third of daily recommended value) and fat content (less than 30 percent of the meal), which limits how much pizza students can be served. A cafeteria worker can’t just pile a slice of pizza on a plate and say she’s serving salad.

Back to the tomato paste controversy: Should a smaller serving of tomato paste have equal footing with a half-cup of other fruits and vegetables?

If you stack one-eighth of a cup of tomato paste up against a half-cup of some pretty common fruits and vegetables, the paste actually doesn’t do so badly. Here are nutrition facts for one-eighth of a cup of tomato paste (left) versus a half cup of apples (right):

All told, the nutrition facts look really similar. Tomato paste does do a lot worse on sodium, but it also does much better in terms of calcium and potassium content. It also slightly edges out apples on dietary fiber, with a lower amount of sugar.

I tested out a few other comparisons, and they came out relatively close. You can see the results below.

Measuring fruit and vegetable servings by volume is a bit of an odd convention in the first place. When it comes to calories and nutrients, they’re really all over the map. A half-cup of avocado is quite nutritionally different from a half-cup of zucchini.

As for the half-cup of tomato paste at the center of this debate, it would no doubt have had more nutrients than an eighth-cup. Advocacy groups were disappointed to see the regulatory change blocked. More tomato paste would mean more pizza sauce, would mean more potassium and fiber. But the smaller serving, in strictly nutritional terms, looks a whole lot like the larger serving of some of the most common fruits and vegetables we consume.

Moreover, it’s far from clear how much this decision matters for what students actually eat. While the U.S. Department of Agriculture writes guidelines for what school meals should look like, few schools actually follow them. Just 20 percent of schools served meals that met federal guidelines for fat content, according to a 2007 USDA audit.
Getting ready for a wave of coal-plant shutdowns
Posted by Brad Plumer at 12:19 PM ET, 08/19/2011

( JOHN GILES/ASSOCIATED PRESS) Over the next 18 months, the Environmental Protection Agency will finalize a flurry of new rules to curb pollution from coal-fired power plants. Mercury, smog, ozone, greenhouse gases, water intake, coal ash—it's all getting regulated. And, not surprisingly, some lawmakers are grumbling.

Industry groups such as the Edison Electric Institute, which represents investor-owned utilities, and the American Legislative Exchange Council have dubbed the coming rules "EPA's Regulatory Train Wreck." The regulations, they say, will cost utilities up to $129 billion and force them to retire one-fifth of coal capacity. Given that coal provides 45 percent of the country's power, that means higher electric bills, more blackouts and fewer jobs. The doomsday scenario has alarmed Republicans in the House, who have been scrambling to block the measures. Environmental groups retort that the rules will bring sizeable public health benefits, and that industry groups have been exaggerating the costs of environmental regulations since they were first created.

So, who's right? This month, the nonpartisan Congressional Research Service, which conducts policy research for members of Congress, has been circulating a paper that tries to calmly sort through the shouting match. Thanks to The Hill's Andrew Restuccia, it's now available (PDF) for all to read. And the upshot is that CRS is awfully skeptical of the "train wreck" predictions.

First, the report agrees that the new rules will likely force the closure of many coal plants between now and 2017, although it's difficult to know precisely how many. For green groups, that's a feature, not a bug: Many of these will be the oldest and dirtiest plants around. About 110 gigawatts, or one-third of all coal capacity in the United States, came online between 1940 and 1969. Many of these plants were grandfathered in under the Clean Air Act, and about two-thirds of them don't have scrubbers:

(FGD = Flue Gas Desulfurization, SCR = Selective Catalytic Reduction)

CRS notes that many of the plants most affected by the new EPA rules were facing extinction anyway: "Many of these plants are inefficient and are being replaced by more efficient combined cycle natural gas plants, a development likely to be encouraged if the price of competing fuel—natural gas—continues to be low, almost regardless of EPA rules."

Still, that's a lot of plants. Won't this wreak havoc on the grid? Not necessarily, the CRS report says, although the transition won't be simple. For one, most of these plants don't provide as much baseload power as it appears on first glance—pre-1970 coal plants operating without emissions controls are in use, on average, only about 41 percent of the time. Second, the report notes that "there is a substantial amount of excess generation capacity at present," caused by the recession and the boom in natural gas plants. Many of those plants can pitch in to satisfy peak demand. Third, electric utilities can add capacity fairly quickly if needed — from 2000 to 2003, utilities added more than 200 gigawatts of new capacity, far, far more than the amount that will be lost between now and 2017.

Granted, those upgrades and changes won't be free. The CRS report doesn't try to independently evaluate the costs of the new rules, noting that they will depend on site-specific factors and will vary by utility and state. (Matthew Wald recently wrote a helpful piece in The New York Times looking at how utilities might cope.) But, the report says, industry group estimates are almost certainly overstated. For one, they were analyzing early EPA draft proposals, and in many cases, the agency has tweaked its rules to allay industry concerns. And many of the EPA's rules are almost certain to get bogged down in court or delayed for years, which means that utilities will have more time to adapt than they fear.

The CRS report also agrees with green groups that the benefits of these new rules shouldn't be downplayed. Those can be tricky to quantify, however. In one example, the EPA estimates that an air-transport rule to clamp down on smog-causing sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide would help prevent 21,000 cases of bronchitis and 23,000 heart attacks, and save 36,000 lives. That's, at the high end, $290 billion in health benefits, compared with $2.8 billion per year in costs (according to the EPA) by 2014. "In most cases," CRS concludes, "the benefits are larger."

Granted, few would expect this report to change many minds in Congress. Just 10 days ago, Michele Bachmann was on the campaign trail promising that if she becomes president, "I guarantee you the EPA will have doors locked and lights turned off, and they will only be about conservation." That doesn't sound like someone who's waiting for a little more data before assessing the impact of the new regulations.
Who are the 99 percent?

Posted by Ezra Klein at 09:16 AM ET, 10/04/2011

(Ramin Talaie - BLOOMBERG) "I did everything I was supposed to and I have nothing to show for it."

It's not the arrests that convinced me that "Occupy Wall Street" was worth covering seriously. Nor was it their press strategy, which largely consisted of tweeting journalists to cover a small protest that couldn't say what, exactly, it hoped to achieve. It was a Tumblr called, "We Are The 99 Percent," and all its doing is posting grumpy pictures of people holding handwritten signs telling their stories, one after the other.

"I am 20K in debt and am paying out of pocket for my current tuition while I start paying back loans with two part time jobs."

These are not rants against the system. They're not anarchist manifestos. They're not calls for a revolution. They're small stories of people who played by the rules, did what they were told, and now have nothing to show for it. Or, worse, they have tens of thousands in debt to show for it.

For the last few years, I've been writing about how concentrated wealth is a political problem. But you look around and the reality is not everyone is suffering. Wall Street caused this mess, and the government paid off their debts and helped them rake in record profits in recent years. The top 1 percent account for 24 percent of the nation's income and 40 percent of its wealth. There are a lot of people who don't seem to be doing everything they're supposed to do, and it seems to be working out just fine for them.

"I went to graduate school believing that there might be some financial security afforded by a higher degree, and that with that security I could finally buy my mom her own house and take care of her. Instead, I have wasted six years of my life."

Perhaps that's part of the reason that the movement doesn't have clear demands. It's easy to explain how to punish the rich. You can tax them, or regulate their activities. It's a bit hard to say how to make the economy work better for average people. There's an intuition out there that part of the reason it's not working better is that the rich hold too much political power, and so there's a clear desire to reduce that political power, but it's not clear how far that actually gets you in terms of bringing wages up.

"I am a 27 year old with a bachelor degree. I ran out of my student loans while trying to find a job. I am 'living' with my mother again to get back on my feet. So far, the best I can do is a part time retail job paying $8 an hour. I am hearing impaired with cochlear implant. My cochlear implant warranty expired. I do not have the money to renew it. How can I work at my new minimum wage job when my implant is broken? I need it to HEAR."

But this is why I'm taking Occupy Wall Street -- or, perhaps more specifically, the 'We Are The 99 Percent' movement -- seriously. There are a lot of people who are getting an unusually raw deal right now. There is a small group of people who are getting an unusually good deal right now. That doesn't sound to me like a stable equilibrium.

"I am young. I am educated and hard working. I am not able to pay my bills. I am afraid of what the future holds."

The organizers of Occupy Wall Street are fighting to upend the system. But what gives their movement the potential for power and potency is the masses who just want the system to work the way they were promised it would work. It's not that 99 percent of Americans are really struggling. It's not that 99 percent of Americans want a revolution. It's that 99 percent of Americans sense that the fundamental bargain of our economy -- work hard, play by the rules, get ahead -- has been broken, and they want to see it restored.
Imagine if the Democrats offered Republicans a deficit deal that had more than $3 in tax increases for every $1 in spending cuts, assigned most of those spending cuts to the Pentagon, and didn’t take a dime from Social Security, Medicaid or Medicare beneficiaries. Republicans would laugh at them. But without quite realizing it, that’s the deal Republicans have now offered to the Democrats.

House Speaker John Boehner, a Republican from Ohio, second left, speaks to reporters during a news conference in Washington in April. (Brendan Hoffman - BLOOMBERG) In August, Republicans scored what they thought was a big win by persuading Democrats to accept a trigger that consisted only of spending cuts. The price they paid was 1) concentrating the cuts on the Pentagon while exempting Social Security, Medicaid, Medicare beneficiaries, and 2) delaying the cuts until January 1, 2013. That was, they figured, a win, as it eschewed taxes. Grover Norquist’s pledge remained unbroken.

But 12 years earlier, George W. Bush had set a trigger of his own. In order to pass his tax cuts using the 51-vote budget reconciliation process, he had agreed to let them sunset in 2010. A last-minute deal extended them until the end of 2012.

So now there are two triggers. One is an extremely progressive spending trigger worth $1.2 trillion that goes off on January 1, 2013. The other is an extremely progressive tax trigger worth $3.8 trillion that goes off on...January 1, 2013. If you count reduced interest payments, the two policies alone would reduce future deficits by about $6 trillion. That’s January 1, 2013. The other is an extremely progressive tax trigger worth $3.8 trillion that goes off on January 1, 2013.
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So now there are two triggers. One is an extremely progressive spending trigger worth $1.2 trillion that goes off on January 1, 2013. The other is an extremely progressive tax trigger worth $3.8 trillion that goes off on...January 1, 2013. If you count reduced interest payments, the two policies alone would reduce future deficits by about $6 trillion. That’s January 1, 2013. The other is an extremely progressive tax trigger worth $3.8 trillion that goes off on January 1, 2013.

Imagine if the Democrats offered Republicans a deficit deal that had more than $3 in tax increases for every $1 in spending cuts, assigned most of those spending cuts to the Pentagon, and didn’t take a dime from Social Security, Medicaid or Medicare beneficiaries. Republicans would laugh at them. But without quite realizing it, that’s the deal Republicans have now offered to the Democrats.

House Speaker John Boehner, a Republican from Ohio, second left, speaks to reporters during a news conference in Washington in April. (Brendan Hoffman - BLOOMBERG) In August, Republicans scored what they thought was a big win by persuading Democrats to accept a trigger that consisted only of spending cuts. The price they paid was 1) concentrating the cuts on the Pentagon while exempting Social Security, Medicaid, Medicare beneficiaries, and 2) delaying the cuts until January 1, 2013. That was, they figured, a win, as it eschewed taxes. Grover Norquist’s pledge remained unbroken.

But 12 years earlier, George W. Bush had set a trigger of his own. In order to pass his tax cuts using the 51-vote budget reconciliation process, he had agreed to let them sunset in 2010. A last-minute deal extended them until the end of 2012.

So now there are two triggers. One is an extremely progressive spending trigger worth $1.2 trillion that goes off on January 1, 2013. The other is an extremely progressive tax trigger worth $3.8 trillion that goes off on...January 1, 2013. If you count reduced interest payments, the two policies alone would reduce future deficits by about $6 trillion. That’s January 1, 2013. The other is an extremely progressive tax trigger worth $3.8 trillion that goes off on January 1, 2013.
Democrats have said that absent a plan with spending cuts and new taxes -- like the one members of the so-called supercommittee tried in vain to produce -- the Pentagon cuts will abide...On the Republican side, the leadership also seems unenthusiastic about a messy floor fight over the automatic cuts.

3) Obama will veto a full extension of the Bush tax cuts, reports Brian Beutler: "President Obama has threatened to veto any legislation that attempts to eliminate the automatic penalties for Super Committee failure. But on January 1, 2013 -- the same day the automatic, across the board spending cuts are scheduled to take effect -- all of the Bush tax cuts are set to expire. And the White House plans to use the threat of full expiration the exact same way they're using the threat of sequestration -- to force Republicans to accept a higher tax burden on wealthy Americans. 'He won't sign a full extension,' said one Senior Administration Official at a White House background briefing for reporters on the Super Committee. 'I think if you look at everything that happens in January 2013, it is a compelling argument that there's a need to make real policy,' said another Senior Administration Official.

4) Italian bondholders could control the country's fate, reports Landon Thomas: "Even though Europe's debt crisis has turned Rome into financial ground zero, Italy has been able to lean on at least one solid support: the relatively large amount of government debt held by Italians themselves. Nearly 57 percent of Italian debt is held by Italian banks, insurance companies and individuals. Those holdings have helped slow the flight of capital from Italy, even as foreign investors have been withdrawing their money from the country to park in safe havens like German, Swiss, American or Japanese government bonds. But financial officials have become jittery about the possibility that Italians may stop buying this debt, and instead become more like Greeks and send their hard-earned savings abroad. If that were to happen, it would greatly raise the odds that Italy...would be forced to seek a bailout."

---

**Top op-eds**

1) Income inequality is breaking America's political system, writes Peter Orszag: "It is striking that both income inequality and political polarization began to rise sharply in the U.S. in the mid- to late 1970s. Yet many pundits angrily dismiss this connection, arguing that because blue states are, on average, higher-income than red states, the link between income and partisanship must be weak. Instead, they attribute increasing political polarization to the gerrymandering of legislative districts. Both of these assertions are empirically false. Residential segregation by income has been increasing markedly, and since income is strongly related to voting patterns, this phenomenon may help explain the rise in residential segregation by political party. As we surround ourselves with people like us, we reinforce our own views, and the result is a more polarized population.

2) America's political system isn't democratic enough, writes Francis Fukuyama: "The advantage of the British system with its fewer opportunities to cast vetoes is clear when it comes to passing budgets. The budget is written by the chancellor of the exchequer, who as an executive agent makes the difficult trade-offs between spending and taxes. This budget is passed by parliament, with little modification, a week or two after the government introduces it. In the American system, by contrast...the budget that eventually emerges after months of interest group lobbying is the product not of a coherent government plan, but of horse-trading among individual legislators, who always find it easier to achieve consensus by exchanging spending increases for tax cuts. Hence the permanent bias towards deficits.

3) Big federal cuts are possible, writes Glenn Hubbard: "We should...let states experiment with alternatives to our current one-size-fits-all federal solution. The best example is Medicaid, which should be converted into a block grant. Replacing federal matching support with block grants eliminates state incentives to attract additional federal subsidies, while allowing states to manage Medicaid more efficiently. Federal Medicaid costs should be capped at growth of 1% over the inflation rate...A more modern version of traditional Medicare would replace Parts A, B and D with comprehensive benefits including coverage for catastrophic costs and prescription drugs. Simpler cost-sharing would be offered--with one deductible for inpatient and outpatient services and a common coinsurance rate for all services. Medicare would be placed on a budget through premium support."

4) The supercommittee's failure isn't Obama's fault, writes Ruth Marcus: "For all the eleventh-hour, 'where-was-Obama?' moaning, the bipartisan congressional directive to the White House as the supercommittee did its work was simple: Back off. That's right. The message from both Republican and Democratic members of the group was that presidential involvement could only be counterproductive. The more a particular approach was associated with the president, they argued, the harder it would be for Republicans to embrace it. Anything that looked like an Obama "win" would have been unacceptable to Republicans in an election cycle."

'90s pop interlude: Matthew Sweet performs, discusses "I've Been Waiting".

Got tips, additions, or comments? E-mail me.
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The Fed will stress test big banks again, reports Neil Irwin: "Bank regulators will test the ability of the nation's largest banks to withstand a new deep recession and wider financial crisis in Europe, the Federal Reserve said Tuesday. The Fed detailed its plans for the second annual stress test of large financial institutions, a step meant to ensure that giant banks can survive and remain well-capitalized even in grim scenarios for the economy. The stress-test approach was first used during the depths of the financial crisis in 2009, and has become a part of the Fed's regular tool kit for overseeing big banks. Fed examiners will estimate the losses that would be incurred by the 19 largest U.S. banks -- including Citigroup, J.P. Morgan Chase and Bank of America -- if a new economic downturn drove the U.S. unemployment rate to 13 percent and if Europe experienced a severe recession."

Foreclosure negotiators are moving forward without California, report Ruth Simon and Nick Timiraos: "Bank representatives and government officials are working on a broad settlement of most state and federal foreclosure-practices investigations that could move forward without the participation of California, long considered a key to any deal, people familiar with the negotiations said. The terms of the deal remain fluid. Banks have proposed a deal excluding California that would carry a value of $18.5 billion, though the final outcome remains uncertain, people familiar with the discussion said. Negotiators are continuing to make a push to persuade California to join a settlement valued at $25 billion among federal officials, state attorneys general and the nation's five largest mortgage servicers: Ally Financial Inc., Bank of America Corp., Citigroup Inc., J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. and Wells Fargo & Co."

The economy grew more slowly than thought this year, reports Neil Irwin: "The U.S. economy grew more slowly in the summer than earlier thought, according to new data. But the reason could bode well for the final months of the year. Economic activity, as measured by gross domestic product, rose at an annual rate of only 2 percent in the July-through-September quarter, not the 2.5 percent that the Commerce Department estimated late last month. The revision, however, stemmed from businesses running down their inventories by $8.5 billion, which means that the nation's factories may need to ramp up output to meet demand for their products. Revised figures for final sales, which reflect growth excluding inventory fluctuations, remained the same as originally estimated."
A bank defendant is blaming his regulator, report Louise Story and Gretchen Morgenson: “In the whodunit of the financial crisis, Wall Street executives have pointed the blame at all kinds of parties -- consumers who lied on their mortgage applications, investors who demanded access to risky mortgage bonds, and policy makers who kept interest rates low and failed to predict a housing market collapse. But a new defense has been mounted by a bank executive: my regulator told me to do it. This unusual rationale is presented by the bank executive in one of the few fraud suits brought against a mortgage banking official in the aftermath of the financial crisis -- the one filed by the Securities and Exchange Commission against Michael W. Perry, former chief executive of IndyMac Bancorp, which failed spectacularly in mid-2008.”

Adorable animals thinking they’re people interlude: A raccoon sits down to dinner.

Health Care

Automatic Medicare cuts would hit hospitals the hardest, reports Sam Baker: “Automatic Medicare cuts triggered by the congressional supercommittee's failure would hit hospitals harder than any other health industry, according to an analysis from Avalere Health. The report puts hard numbers to across-the-board cuts that stakeholders have mostly viewed in broad, general terms. But Avalere chief executive Dan Mendelson cautioned that the figures also assume the automatic cuts will actually happen -- an assumption he's not ready to make. The supercommittee's cuts, if it had agreed on a deal, likely would have started next year. But sequester isn't scheduled to begin until 2013...The automatic Medicare cuts are reductions in payments to doctors, hospitals and other healthcare providers. The trigger does not include any direct cuts to Medicare benefits.”

Congressional Democrats are lobbying the White House to hold the line on birth control, reports N.C. Aizenman: “Democratic lawmakers, fearful that President Obama is on the verge of significantly diluting a proposed regulation that would give millions of women access to birth control without out-of-pocket insurance charges, are furiously lobbying the White House to hold the line. At issue is whether the provision, announced in August, should exempt a far broader range of religious organizations than originally proposed. In a phone call with senior White House adviser David Plouffe on Tuesday afternoon, eight senators argued that the consequences of expanding the exemption would be devastating, according to people familiar with the call. Sen. Jeanne Shaheen (D-N.H.) also raised the issue with Obama while she was with him in New Hampshire on Tuesday, her spokesperson said.”

Domestic Policy

Newt Gingrich is tacking left on immigration, reports Alexander Burns: “Ascendant Republican presidential candidate Newt Gingrich delivered an unapologetic defense of his views on immigration Tuesday night, declaring in a foreign policy debate that the GOP should not adopt a platform on immigration that ‘destroys families that have been here a quarter-century.’ Gingrich came under fire from multiple opponents for declining to say that he would turn out all of the country's illegal immigrants...But Gingrich stood by his past support for policies loathed by some immigration hawks, including the Simpson-Mazzoli immigration law that included an amnesty provision. And he said the United States had a responsibility to respect families who have been in the country for decades - even if they include members who originally crossed the border illegally.”

The FCC wants to block AT&T and T-Mobile’s merger, reports Jia Lynn Yang: “AT&T, with its powerful army of lobbyists and years of experience navigating Washington, thought it could easily persuade the government to approve its merger with T-Mobile. But regulators aren't buying it, and the $39 billion deal is facing its biggest threat yet. Federal Communications Commission Chairman Julius Genachowski dealt a serious blow to the merger Tuesday, moving to block the deal on the basis of findings that it would cause job losses and higher prices for consumers, officials said. It was an unusual move for the FCC, which has not tried to block a deal since 2002. AT&T now faces its second major barrier from the government. The Justice Department’s antitrust division has already sued and is scheduled to present its case against the deal in February before a federal judge.”

The bar association is blocking a number of Obama court picks, reports Charlie Savage: “The American Bar Association has secretly declared a significant number of President Obama's potential judicial nominees “not qualified,” slowing White House efforts to fill vacant judgeships -- and nearly all of the prospects given poor ratings were women or members of a minority group, according to interviews. The White House has chosen not to nominate any person the bar association deemed不合格, so their identities and negative ratings have not been made public. But the association's judicial vetting committee has opposed 14 of the roughly 185 potential nominees the administration asked it to evaluate, according to a person familiar with the matter.”

Grassroots opposition to the Stop Online Piracy Act is spreading, report Hayley Tsukayama and Cecilia Kang: “As Web firms recently pressed Congress to free them from liability for pirated content on their sites, they turned to a natural lobbying technique: starting a viral campaign. First came the catchy slogan: 'Don't Break the Internet.' Then came pleas for support on message boards, Twitter and online forums. The result: a million people e-mailing Congress and 87,000 telephone calls, according to figures posted on the American Censorship Day Web site. The campaign illustrated the quick ability of Silicon Valley to generate a massive grass-roots movement to serve its interests...Some of the biggest companies in technology, including Google, Facebook, Microsoft and Intel...want to soften a bill in Congress that could empower law enforcement to shut down their sites if they host pirated content.”

DVD commentary interlude: Arnold Schwarzenegger’s thoughts on “Conan the Barbarian”.

Energy

The EPA's new mercury rule is drawing fire, reports Darius Dixon: “The Environmental Protection Agency soon-to-be-issued mercury and air toxics rule could be a death knell for reliable electric service in parts of the country, opponents warn -- while accusing the agency of intentionally ignoring the potential harm. But supporters call those complaints exaggerated, saying they come largely from a small portion of the energy industry trying to protect older coal-fired power plants. Meanwhile, nobody has produced a universally accepted estimate of how the rule would affect power generation. Utilities are divided over the rule. Even members of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, which has responsibilities for overseeing the electric grid, disagree on how a suite of EPA air and water regulations will affect reliability.”
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